Effects of dynamic compressive load on collagen-based scaffolds seeded with fibroblast-like synoviocytes.
Synoviocytes have been speculated to play potential reparative and remodeling roles in vascular meniscal injuries. In addition, synoviocytes may mediate the transformation of intraarticularly placed collagen-based scaffolds into fibrocartilage through exposure to dynamic compressive loads. The objectives of this study were to assess the feasibility of using fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLS) to engineer meniscal-like fibrocartilage and to better understand the mechanosensitivity of FLS by seeding them onto collagen scaffolds exposed to dynamic compressive loads. Canine FLS were seeded onto disks of four commercially available collagen-based scaffolds (Restore, Permacol, Cuff Patch, and Graff Jacket) and subjected either to one of two levels of intermittent dynamic compressive load or no load. The disks were harvested at 1 and 2 weeks and assessed for cell viability, retention, and infiltration, as well as extracellular matrix production. In general, loading regimens decreased cellularity, and nonloaded Restore grafts retained the most cells across time intervals. Spatial distribution of FLS was optimized in Restore grafts and was overall better in non-crosslinked collagen scaffolds (Restore and Graft Jacket) than cross-linked matrices. Collagen production was noted in association with penetrating FLS clusters in the Restore scaffolds only. The applied biomechanical stimulus did not appear to induce fibrochondrogenesis in any treatment group. These data suggest that Restore scaffolds may foster greater cell retention and infiltration when compared to other commercially available, collagen-based biomatrices.